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Difficult words with definitions:

Difficult
word/phrase Easier replacement

1 saith says
2 mutuality give-and-take between people
3 agitator (something that shakes up or upsets things)
4 demonstrations (acts of showing or proving)
5 gainsaying arguing with
6 engulfs surrounds
7 retaliating (getting revenge for something bad that was done)
8 speedily quickly
9 gadflies really irritating, critical people
10 lamentably very unfortunately
11 oppressor (person who badly mistreats people)
12 lynch hang (by the neck)
13 stammering talking unclearly
14 concoct make
15 degrades insults/makes worse
16 relegating pushing away
17 hence because of this
18 sociologically (having to do with how groups of people relate to each other)
19 application (online or paper form that asks for a job, money, admission, etc.)
20 ceasing stopping
21 repudiated rejected
22 incorrigible uncorrectable
23 rabble noisy crowd
24 persecute abuse/mistreat
25 antidotes cures (for poison or diseases)
26 unmindful unaware/ignoring
27 integrating (combining different things together so they work as one unit)
28 misrepresenting wrongly showing
29 anesthetizing (numbing or knocking out with drugs)
30 admonish warn

31 integration (combination of different races, cultures, nationalities, etc. working and living
together)

32 irrelevancies unimportant things
33 sanctimonious ridiculous (because of a fake show of serious emotion)
34 trivialities silly things/extremely easy jobs
35 beheld looked/saw
36 interposition (something placed in between others/states disobeying the federal government)
37 nullification (canceling a law or a contract so it's no longer in force)
38 dungeons dark, scary basements
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39 laxity laziness
40 blemished marked/dirtied
41 nonconformists (people who don't follow social rules)
42 conviction (act of being found guilty of a crime)
43 astronomically hugely
44 infanticide infant killing
45 gladiatorial (like a sword fight)
46 consoled comforted
47 recapture (clearly and accurately show again)
48 inexpressible unspeakable
49 impelled motivated
50 nonviolently peacefully
51 pure total/totally/with nothing else mixed in
52 ungrammatical (not following language rules)
53 profundity deep thinking
54 sake benefit (of something or someone)
55 scintillating pretty

 

 


